Dragon Husband
Chapter 1502 Purple Green Butterfly Blade
Wiliam’s face was more ugly than ever!
He is really hot!
Ever since Wiliam came to Fragrant Flower, he has never been fighting or grabbing, and he has a clear
conscience.
And he has always been disdainful of vying for something with the people who have made the most of
their blood.
He laughed at the ridicule of those people before Wiliam, and he didn’t care about it at all.
today!
It was the first time that he had a murderous heart!
Moreover, it is the elder who has devoted his life to the fragrance of flowers!
An elder suppressed Wiliam over and over again.
Today, he used such a malicious Qijue Severing Palm!
It’s better for him to die!
Wiliam put the past disdain and indisputability behind!
Today, fight to the death with such a disgusting elder!
After Wiliam said these words, the audience was silent!
Everyone opened their eyes wide and looked at Wiliam in disbelief!
They couldn’t believe what they heard in their ears!
This kid will challenge the elders after ten palms!
The great jealousy of sliding the world!
Although there are always a lot of weird things happening to this kid!
Although the elder’s Qi Jue Destiny Palm was a bit shameless just now.
But this is not Wiliam’s qualification to challenge the elders!

He is not worthy!
Because he was born with a waste of blood!
Life can only stop at the state of Huajin Consummation!
It’s two big realms away from the Congenital Mystery!
Wiliam challenged the elder. Although his words were refreshing for a while, he would definitely fight
the fire with the pebbles and moths, and he would die faster!
“Wiliam! Take back what you just said! If you can hold the ten palms, follow the instructions of the
elders just now, go and stay as you please, you can still stay in the fragrant flower and drain your
blood.” Wenren Tiange shouted with his face.
Although he hated Wiliam in every possible way, he saw that Wiliam magically caught the Elder’s Nine
Palms, especially after the Seven Deadly Palms, there was nothing wrong with his body.
So Wenren Tiange also gave birth to a bit of love in his heart.
But now, Wiliam is so dying that he wants to challenge the elders.
Isn’t this going to die?
But Wiliam sneered and said, “This fragrant flower has drained blood, and it’s up to now, don’t wait!
But the challenge to the elder Tianqing, I have decided!”
There are two purposes for Wiliam to fragrant flowers.
The biggest purpose is of course to find clues left by grandpa.
And now he has found it.
The second purpose is to study the divination and martial arts of fragrant flowers and blood.
Bu Dao now knows that Wiliam is also looking at the secrets of the heavens with the blood of Lady
Peach Blossom.
This was of no use to Wiliam.
As for the energy of draining blood.
The ultimate goal of draining blood is to temper the body and achieve the purpose of complementing
each other with blood, flesh and bone.
Now Wiliam’s blood is the blood of the ancestor of the eternal unicorn, and his physical body has
experienced resentment and peach blossom quenching, and he can even become a unicorn for a short
time!
His bones were shaped by the blood crystals of the azure unicorn, and they were so powerful that
ordinary people couldn’t imagine them.
In summary, the significance of Wiliam staying in Fragrant Blossoms no longer exists.

Going or staying, it’s all between his thoughts, it has nothing to do with people.
However, Wiliam knew that staying was because of his affection for the two young ladies of
Xianghualixue.
Going away is a loss in the absolute sense of Xianghualixue!
If Xianghualixue is smart, he should think of something that is about to happen.
“Wiliam! Don’t be too presumptuous!” Wen Ren Tiange’s expression became even more ugly.
Wen Renqing was shocked when he heard Wiliam’s words.
However, now she instinctively looks at her side.
The god stick sister.
“Sister, what do you think?” Wen Renqing asked.
Okay, what do you think of Yuanfang?
Wen Ren said weakly, “I am all women’s intuition.”
“Then how do you feel!” Wen Renqing said with a heavy tone, and immediately lowered his voice.
“I feel it, Wiliam will fall through everyone’s glasses.” Wen Ren said with heart.
She was just a feeling in the dark.
And it’s kind of vague.
She also vaguely felt that the closer it happened, the clearer and stronger her feeling.
And the farther away she is, the more vague and vague she feels.
“If you fall below everyone’s glasses, then you don’t have to worry about this puppy.” Wen Renqing
didn’t know why, and she had a lot of trust in the sixth sense of her sister and woman.
“Ho ho, okay! You kid, want to die, I won’t stop you! I promise you! However, before you challenge me,
take this last palm and say it!” Wen Ren Tianqing sneered, eyes The killing intent!
As he said, he stretched his body and attacked Wiliam again!
Wiliam’s eyes were cold, staring straight at Wenren Tianqing!
Wen Ren Tianqing’s body quickly approached Wiliam, with a fist like a mountain, and smashed it at
Wiliam!
With Wiliam’s magical performance before, what everyone thinks now is that Wiliam is going to do it
again.
Because of this punch, compared with before, half a catty.
He even had the Seven Deadly Palms coming next, and this punch was not difficult at all.

However, at this moment, Wenren Tiange’s eyes changed!
“Wenren Tianqing! Stop!”
Wenren Tiange screamed!
However, it is too late!
Wen Ren Tianqing has already approached Wiliam infinitely, with a strong inner strength wrapped in
his fist!
The inner strength is purple and black, completely different from the previous ones!
this is!
Wiliamben was waiting, and when he saw this purple and black color, he instinctively frowned!
Something’s wrong!
In an instant, he also sent out a strange red light!
“Boy! Die!” Wen Ren Tianqing slammed Wiliam’s body with a fist, and then laughed grimly.
At this time, everyone screamed loudly!
Wenren Tianqing actually used despicable means again!
Wenren Tianqing, as an elder, has a long-famous junior soldier!
Purple Butterfly Blade!
This purple butterfly blade is very small, but it has infinite power and killing intent.
It is an absolute weapon for assassination!
Now, Wenren Tianqing actually caught the purple butterfly blade between his fists in the last punch,
wanting to wipe out Wiliam with a single blow!
This is already a complete foul!
Having said that, Wiliam could not use internal force and external object resistance.
Also said yes, the elders just punched or palmed!
Cannot use weapons at all!
What’s more, using such a despicable means to assassinate the weapon in your hands!
So when Wenren Tiange saw the purple and black color just now, his face changed drastically.
Now, everyone saw that this punch hit Wiliam’s heart fiercely!

A smear of blood was shot directly from Wiliam’s heart!
The purple-green butterfly blade appeared grandiosely in Wenren Tianqing’s fist fingers, exuding the
cold light of a crippled man.
“Hahahaha! Want to challenge me! See if you are capable of this! Is the tenth palm feel good!” Wen
Ren Tianqing laughed wildly.
However, in the next second, his laughter stopped abruptly!
He suddenly felt that a strong crisis filled his body!
He didn’t have time to react, and there was a sharp pain in his fist!

